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Introduction 
Earth is home to an amazing variety of species living in a wide assortment of habitats 
and ecosystems. This biological diversity, or biodiversity, is our most important yet 
least understood natural resource. 
Biodiversity is important for many reasons. For example, because medicines are 
often derived from chemicals found naturally in plants, a greater number of living 
plant species means more potential for finding new, effective medicines. On another 
level, the diversity of genes, species, and ecosystems provides the basis for adapting to 
inevitable environmental changes. The loss of even a single species reduces the 
options for nature—and for us—to respond to change. 
Aside from its potential usefulness, biodiversity is inherently valuable because it 
is part of our heritage, as important as our heritage in technological achievement, art, 
or politics. We must, therefore, learn to appreciate biodiversity for its own sake, quite 
apart from any direct benefits we might currently perceive. Indeed, the almost instinc- 
tive interest that most children and adults show in nature suggests that we already 
consider biological resources in terms other than cash value. Just consider the hun- 
dreds of wildlife clubs and organizations to which we donate time and money and the 
increasing popularity of zoos, aquaria, wildlife parks, botanical gardens, and nature 
films. 
Nevertheless, our everyday activities continue to erode the capacity of the Earth 
to support biodiversity. As the human population has grown from about a billion in 
1820 to nearly 5.2 billion today, we have increasingly polluted our environment and 
jeopardized the health of other species, which are now becoming extinct at the fastest 
rate ever. To stop this dangerous trend, we must acknowledge that all species matter, 
many in unknown but potentially important ways. We must recognize that biodiversity 
is an indicator of our planet’s health and that a decrease in biodiversity bodes poorly 
for the future of the human species. 
Biodiversity in Illinois 
Because of its location, Illinois has within its borders an unusually large number and 
variety of plants and animals. Scientists have determined that Illinois has at least 
17,000 native species of insects, over 2,500 species of plants, about 100 species of 
reptiles and amphibians, more than 250 species of birds, 79 species of mussels, nearly 
200 species of fish, 67 species of mammals, and even 23 kinds of crayfish! Situated on 
the edge of the eastern deciduous forest, the western great plains, the southern coastal 
plain, the Ozark uplift, and the boreal (northern) forests, Illinois provides a meeting 
ground for organisms from very different regions. 
Scientists have apportioned Illinois into 14 natural divisions based on characteris- 
tics such as topography, glacial history, bedrock, soils, weather, and the distribution of 
plants and animals. Within each division are various unique habitats and communities. 
Many species of plants and animals are restricted to a single natural division or to a 
given habitat within a division. Some are limited to a highly specific habitat, such as 
wet prairie or limestone glade. Many of these organisms are unfamiliar to us because 
of their restricted distribution or because their habitats have been severely reduced by 
human activities, such as urban and agricultural development. 
How to Use These Activities: Goals and Objectives 
The activities that make up Biodiversity in Illinois were designed to help young people 
become aware of the vast array of life that inhabits the Earth, especially our state. 
Illinois is portrayed not as a uniform vista of farm fields interrupted by occasional 
towns and cities and dissected by interstate highways but as a complex mosaic of 
habitats that are home to an astonishing variety of plants and animals. The activities 
indicate the value of biological diversity and demonstrate how humans interact with 
other organisms and the environment. 
Biodiversity in Illinois is not a curriculum; rather, it is a sequence of activities 
designed to supplement biology textbooks and other materials on the environment. 
Each of the three sections deals with a specific aspect of biodiversity and begins with 
an introductory note to the teacher. Each activity is organized by objective, skills to be 
mastered, vocabulary to be introduced, materials needed to complete the activity, 
comments to the teacher, procedure to be followed, and suggested evaluation. A 
glossary of the vocabulary to be introduced is included at the end of the guide, as is a 
brief bibliography. 
Teachers of grades 5—10, as well as leaders of Scout, 4-H, and other youth groups, 
will find that the activities are easily adapted for a variety of ages. They can also be 
used as projects for cooperative groups of four or five youngsters instead of assign- 
ments for individuals. Indeed, several activities will be more successful if tackled by 
groups rather than by one student working alone. 
Slide Set Available 
An annotated set of 40 high-quality slides designed to accompany Biodiversity in 
Illinois is available from the Natural History Survey. Included with the first 12 slides 
are written materials that introduce Illinois from a biological perspective; the 28 
additional slides (with accompanying text) are to be used in conjunction with most of 
the activities found in Biodiversity in Illinois. The slide set greatly enhances these 
activities by showing students actual images of the organismic and habitat diversity 
found within Illinois. It can be ordered for $6 by calling 217-333-6835 or by writing 
to the following address: 
Distribution Center 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
607 East Peabody Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Section One: What Is Biodiversity? 
What sets Earth apart from the other planets in our solar system—perhaps from all 
other planets in our galaxy? The answer is simple: life. To refer to the variety of this 
life on Earth and of the habitats in which life is found, scientists use the term 
biodiversity. 
In recent decades the science of systematics (the study of organisms with regard 
to their natural relationships) has expanded rapidly, and a considerable body of 
information about the diversity of organisms has been accumulated. Of the 1.4 million 
species that have been described, approximately 750,000 are insects, 41,000 are 
vertebrates, and 250,000 are plants. The remaining species include various kinds of 
invertebrates, fungi, algae, and microorganisms. 
A word about what makes a species is in order. A species is generally defined to 
be a population (or group of populations) in which each organism is capable of 
breeding and producing offspring with any individual of the opposite sex in that 
population. (This definition, the best that scientists have been able to devise, cannot be 
applied to organisms that reproduce by means other than sexual reproduction, such as 
self-fertilization or parthenogenesis.) 
Scientists at the Illinois Natural History Survey recently compiled data on the 
biodiversity of Illinois. They conservatively estimated that more than 53,000 species 
are native to our state. This is an especially large number for a region the size of 
Illinois in a temperate climate. 
The diversity of organisms in an area is linked to the number of different habitats 
present and to the ability of those habitats to support various species. Illinois, for 
example, contains nearly 100 types of habitat, each of which is favorable only to 
particular plants and animals. Among the habitat types found in IIlinois are forests, 
prairies, savannas, wetlands, lakes and ponds, streams, and caves. Although each of 
these habitats continues to exist, many are no longer easy to find because of extensive 
urban and agricultural development over the past 150 years. Fortunately, remnants of 
nearly all the native habitats can be found in nature preserves, state parks, conserva- 
tion areas, and other protected sites. 
A decline in biodiversity is not usually the direct result of human exploitation of 
species. Rather, the decline is directly linked to the habitat destruction associated with 







Activity One: Number and Variety of Organisms 
for students to become aware of the astonishing number and variety of organisms that 
inhabit Earth 
numerical skills, classification, comparison, spatial relationships, graphing 
bacteria, biodiversity, chordates (primitive chordates), described species, dicots, fungi, 
invertebrates, mollusks, monocots, protozoans, species, vertebrates, virus 
copies of Numbers of Described Species, Picture Labels, and Illinois Biodiversity; 
paper, glue, scissors, colored pencils, compasses, protractors; optional: poster board, 
calculator, computer with printer 
Because of the large total number of species and the variation in size of the groups, we 
have combined relatively small groups (viruses, bacteria, and blue-green algae) to 
form manageable units for graphing. The groups that we have combined are not 
necessarily closely related to each other, and students should be apprised of this 
arbitrary grouping. [Because blue-green algae do not have an organized nucleus (the 
nucleus is not enclosed in a membrane), they are not grouped with other algae.| 
1. Present your own informal version of the material in the introduction to this booklet 
and in the introduction to this section. Students should be generally familiar with the 
vocabulary listed above, but their level of scientific understanding will be governed by 
grade level and experience. 
2. Distribute a copy of the first two handouts to each student. 
3. Ask students to find the total number of described species by adding the number of 
species for each group. Then have them determine the percentage of the total that each 
group represents. Those percentages are entered in column A. Next, students compute 
the number of degrees of a circle represented by each percentage. Those numbers are 
entered in column B. Numbers should be rounded to the nearest tenth of a percent or 
degree. For students less advanced in math, you may want to provide an example or 
two on the chalkboard. To save time, you might assign the computations for one or 
two species groups to each student and then share the results among the class. In 
addition, to avoid having students calculate the degree portion of the exercise, the 
percentage data can be presented in the form of a bar graph. 
Example: # bird species/total # species = % of all species that are birds 
% birds x 360° = portion of pie chart that represents birds 
4. When all computations have been made, students plot the data on a large circle. 
Segments of the pie chart should be labeled, either within the boundaries of the circle 
or outside. Segments may be colored, and the silhouettes provided on the second 
handout may be pasted in the appropriate segments. Note: Reading across the 
silhouettes from left to right follows the list of organisms. 
EVALUATION 
5. If you prefer, this activity can be completed as a class project by using a large piece 
of poster board or a bulletin board. The activity also lends itself to the computer. The 
pie chart or bar graph can then be completed with a simple graphing program. 
6. Discuss the completed pie charts or graphs. What is the largest group of organisms? 
The smallest? Which groups do you think have the most unknown species? Why? In 
what other graphic forms could this information be presented? Is one method of 
presentation preferable to the others? If so, why? 
7. Distribute copies of the third activity sheet, Illinois Biodiversity. Relying on 
information from the previous handouts, students complete the third column (World) 
and compute the percentage of each group of organisms that is found in Illinois. 
Computations may be completed in the classroom or as homework. The questions on 
the handout may be assigned to students for completion or used as discussion ques- 
tions in class. 
Possible answers to questions 3 and 4 on Illinois Biodiversity worksheet: 
3. Many groups of organisms live primarily in a habitat or ecosystem that is not 
present in Illinois. Sponges, for example, live primarily in salt water. Nonetheless, 
Illinois is a relatively large state and has a tremendous diversity of terrestrial and 
freshwater habitats that can support a large number of other groups (plants, fungi, 
insects). 
4. Many of the organisms found in Illinois occur in a relatively small area of the state. 
Even though the overall number of species appears to be great, the population of 
individuals for a given species can be quite low because of lack of suitable habitat. 
When the population of a species gets very low, that species is categorized as threat- 
ened or endangered; it may become either extinct or extirpated (eliminated) from the 
state. Given the small portion of Illinois that still contains habitats suitable for many 
species, each of these biological “islands” becomes very important. These island 
habitats must be preserved to ensure the survival of the organisms that inhabit them. 
The completed pie charts or bar graphs, the worksheet Illinois Biodiversity, and the 
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1. Complete the second column by inserting the number of species found in the world. These numbers are given in the 
handout Numbers of Described Species. 
Illinois World Percentage Found in Illinois 
fungi 20,000 
ferns ib 
monocots & dicots [955 
sponges 14 
insects & relatives 27,800 
mollusks 271 
reptiles & amphibians 98 
birds 297 
mammals 67 
2. For each group of organisms, calculate the percentage that is found in Illinois. Write your answers in the last column. 
3. Can you think of reasons why some groups of organisms have relatively few species in Illinois whereas others have 
enormous numbers? 
4. Today, a very large percentage of Illinois (over 60%) is farmland in monoculture (only one plant species grows 
there), and at least 6% is urban. What do these percentages tell you about where the more than 53,000 species of plants 
and animals live in Illinois? Are small habitat fragments important for maintaining biodiversity? Explain. 






Activity Two: My, How You’ve Grown! 
to emphasize that major morphological differences often occur between the young and 
the adult of a single species; to acquaint students with the concept of biological keys 
classification, inference 
biological keys, character, class, classification, classify, dichotomous, exoskeleton, 
family, genus, hierarchical key, key, kingdom, motile, nonmotile, order, phylum, 
skeleton, systematist, taxonomist, taxonomy 
field guides and other reference materials, paper and pencil 
Scientists who locate, describe, name, and determine the relationsips among species 
are called taxonomists or systematists. The two terms as used here are synonomous. 
During the early days of the science of taxonomy, the young and the adults as well as 
males and females of a single species were often described as different species. 
Thanks to modern techniques, this mistake is not often made today. The following 
activity has two parts. The first is the relatively simple task of matching the adult with 
its young. The second introduces the more complex concept of biological keys. 
In biology, the purpose of classification is to provide a system for organizing a 
large body of information about living organisms. We rely on a hierarchical system, a 
series of levels that become increasingly exclusive. As information becomes more 
specific, fewer organisms can be included (and more excluded) until an individual 
unit, the species, has been identified. 
To identify organisms, scientists assemble taxonomic information, like that listed 
below, and arrange it in a logical form called a key. Although there are dozens of 
types of keys, we will use a dichotomous key: dich meaning two parts, and tomous, to 
divide. Thus, each step in a dichotomous key requires the observer to choose between 
two alternatives, each associated with other alternatives. For example, a dichotomous 
key to your students could be constructed by arranging the classes as follows: 
A. 5th or 6th grade class 
1? 5th grade 
a. male 
b. female 
pe 6th grade 
a. male 
b. female 
B: 7th or 8th grade class 
Le 7th grade 
a. male 
b. female 
e& 8th grade 
a. male 
b. female 
To identify each student, however, the key would have to contain information about 
the unique features (called characters) of each student. 
10 
PROCEDURE 
For an example of how to construct a more complicated key, consider the 
taxonomy of the caterpillar of the monarch butterfly, the Illinois state insect. The 
monarch belongs in the animal kingdom (kingdom Animalia). It has an exoskeleton 
and paired jointed legs. All organisms with these characteristics—including lobsters, 
millipedes, and insects—belong to the phylum Arthropoda. Further, the monarch has 
six legs and two antennae (very small in caterpillars) and thus belongs to the class 
Insecta. It has no more than five pairs of fleshy prolegs on the abdomen (order 
Lepidoptera), has smooth skin, eats only milkweed, and has cross bands of black and 
yellow on its body (family Danaidae). In addition, these caterpillars have long 
filaments (threadlike structures) on their bodies (genus Danaus). The monarch 
caterpillar has only two such filaments (species plexippus). As you can see, by the 
time we reach the species level, we have accumulated considerable information about 
the monarch. 
The information presented in the previous paragraph can be summarized by the 
following sample key. Note that paired choices reflect opposite characters (with 
wings or without wings; antennae present or antennae absent). Also note that a 
character can be any feature that allows you to separate organisms, or groups of 
organisms, from one another. 
Peeeee Viotilerand free livina ieee acs erce ss oaetaheneceeiccessctes go to 2 
(Animal Kingdom) 
INOMIMO GIG ees cessaesse erat remain aattead autres Plant Kingdom 
2. Exoskeleton with paired, jointed legs ................... go to3 
(Phylum Arthopoda) 
QU er A rete tess cree ete th cnsaescceenc numerous other phyla 
SL NRCG Cp 7s CUTS Nae loennanere re elt erriras tL Ser PMN go to4 
(Class Insecta) 
LO] Ane) Be rROeRe pire remy ior Pes Pa eee numerous other classes 
4. Upto 5 fleshy prolegs on abdomen.....................06 goto5 
(Order Lepidoptera) 
No prolegs or more than 5 on abdomen.......... other orders 
5. Body smooth, crossed bands of black and yellow on body 
(BannilveDandidac:\eemean ecrtteces ies tieeeesta ce sce ate go to 6 
INOLAS ADOVERL ott numerous other families 
(Note: We cannot use “feeds on milkweed” as a character 
because other caterpillars also eat it.) 
Gummer OGY las iin Ost LAIMON tS messin seccadeendaceslovcccsaecceessnes go to 7 
(Genus Danaus) 
Body without long filaments... other genera 
eee OGY Dds: 21On OU AamMents cca. ccessncartcass species plexippus 
Body without 2 long filaments....................04 other species 
1. Distribute copies of My, How You’ve Grown! (p. 15). Students match the young 
on the left with the adults on the right. Field guides or other references may be used to 
complete the matching. 
Answers: 12-duck-H, 8-frog-A, 7-caddisfly-G, 10-dragonfly-J, 2-osprey-D, 
9-mosquito-K, 5-beaver-I, 1-June beetle-C, 6-grasshopper-B, 1 1-oak tree-E, 
4-butterfly-L, 3-mussel-F 
11 
2. Discuss the difficulties of matching adults and young in natural settings such as a 
rainforest, a tropical jungle, or even a relatively well-known place like Illinois. Ask 
students how they would go about determining what the young and adults of various 
groups of organisms look like. For example, they might collect immature insects and 
rear them to adults or observe adult birds feeding their nestlings. 
3. After students have completed and corrected the matching exercise, explain that 
they will now construct two biological keys, one for the adults and another for the 
young. These keys will allow the 12 organisms to be distinguished from each other. 
Begin by presenting your own version of the material in the comments section above. 
A good place to start is to list characteristics of each organism that could be used to 
construct a key. Explain that a valid character must hold true in all situations. “Lives 
in water” and “flies in the air” are not good characters because if the animal is dead, 
the character is useless. Alternatives to these characters would be “the presence of 
gills or fins” and “wings.” Students must construct their keys based on the informa- 
tion they observe from the pictures of the organisms. Characters such as “warm- 
blooded” or “lays eggs” cannot be determined from the pictures and are not valid. 
Students’ keys will be different, depending on the characters they choose. Sample 
keys are provided below. 
Sample Key to Adults 
Pere Plants iicc nc cacteccctosttras cay emeceetne cs tereeameat eee enone arene oak tree 
Amimal 220 ive iets tages ice ecto Nene meee ee go to 2 
Dee Feathers: PreSentinc...-c7ecesn corto ctcrssewenceresae ee eee ee tee go to 3 
Beathers abSent.cie7eccencnccrccre opcee  screenees ieee Meet n go to4 
3.-\ Hooked Deaks neice tras cere orto tie ane osprey 
Flat Deak: ccdrcoveacnteaoats citer tas st cncacncssise cial tec eer eNn ieee mete duck 
Ad Antennac' present tags -e sn -eceves setters cac pee ee teens goto5 
Antennae abSentatn Romine ssestse-soavst cers cccetetete tee eeenes go to 10 
5 Hind legsstarger than oter 162S <1, ete grasshopper 
Hindlegs sameésizévas other legs-n. 2.0. cen eee go to 6 
Ge Wings. with hairsieeemtewenes rere eee nccialare ney caddisfly 
WiIneSOwithoOue Maite cece sree eeene eee eee gee ee go to7 
7. Wings held out from body or easily visible................... go to 8 
Wings held against body or hidden...................006 June beetle 
(Note: June beetles’ wings are hidden except during flight. 
The drawing shows one wing extended in an artificial pose.) 
Bir e LP WORVIINES stacy seers ener ores ee eet eect cnt cana tetnec tere mosquito 
Our Wings cc ce eto tree rcesourms tines ance go to9 
oO») Antennae halfas: long aS bod yeseeeecrtee soe butterfly 
Antennae less than half as long as body................06 dragonfly 
10.25 Body covered, With fit Seccte reer neere ences beaver 
Body naked 5 chcnis me rear eecucnn cee eter atk tes go to 11 
11.” Body with legs and obwicus head aise eer ere cceeneee ee frog 
Body legless withoutrobvious headty.2.s. cee mussel 
12 
Sample Key to Young 
DBS CBR Se rier steerer ete cs van csesata tats tachowastes 4 .cersenssen daehevatays go to 2 
Beak DOSCI Er aicncnuce te eaters See ete asso aflecen ed yesh risavieees go to 3 
PMP ESC UK MOORE egre arenes anata ose iate teem ers rapsilicee sees tasvedusidr cee osprey 
Pera LAE See cee eras re eee PS ea pees eC eec a csassacnenbisdenssnsese duck 
ee DOO. WILNOUL ADDENC Aes (OP Se CIC: ).ceisssce,csstencdarsissanesers go to 4 
BOdyawilirappenda Ses aes area tetris vias sovsecacesieieteivenecsess go to 5 
SEPMEESONLV EV cSUADCO res ot titer root sa sfustodcssoctpeg tte thas «rte owt cdoseives mussel 
OGY 11OULY <G ADCO srt eer etes tra eters ee ccastsseescececpess oak tree (acorn) 
VORB Is DLC SCIIL emernereate oe te cca M ee reek reat nome hane setae act caseenesey beaver 
SSC ai | oer | ete eed J le Reale bee ies toes geen ee OO aa go to6 
Dem CdDOLDOUVCOCASCU Mats CLL ecrserg sstetatt etic) xncesstare coos caddisfly 
Reav on DOCY UOtcmcased Iida SCL Sosa iee vedatevrsacereesssce go to 7 
emo CULES 0 Mash OL OOUV ct atten. cake Meena ace. oe mosquito 
OGY MLAK CUS eere cers har oh Maric scare meee ye ets. oat ates ever vex -sotek goto 8 
Somme WV OLITILIR EHO ecrrtege ee rene ee snascrer se ates Seaese Neate ieee ae, go to9 
Body MOL WOM Keer cet mere Ne eee cre seec cele csastas. go to 10 
me DOCY COMMMd=SNApCU arr sreres tote: 2 te ote ierree se oecess June beetle 
BOGV NOL COMM a -SuADCE tier aetsrctcareet cert ae eee wses coanses butterfly 
FUMES EOS, PICSCIM meer wep ces eves cic sen ie. Cee cena eceecacie xen eesea go to 11 
Ciers thanistxmem smn co. <5. eG nae ecetrte re evel Mme eaten eas teenie frog 
Dee SSS ATIC SIZ acter eee eee arcs eee oss ee, ac nerd Atenas) dragonfly 
Hind jess larges than’other lepsieeeeece.ce sees... grasshopper 
You may also wish to have students construct another key to the leaves of the most 
common types of trees. Students can collect leaf samples to use in key construction, 
or you can copy the leaf patterns from books or field guides. A sample key for trees 
follows. 
Key to Common Trees* 
[RPM CAV CS ALLCINSIC crrresoce aomper co caatenr eer ee nedreec nhraverinstessoesces go to 2 
PENS 10) ey oca Lhe aye 0841 n1a) dort Ieine pooch ented canada penne poems go to 7 
Pee CAVES SUNG sae tere ee Site oe ees ce ics teat ect eisdor s cnscnnamace go to 3 
PEAVESCOMPOUN sire: care cede rac cees eRe ste ivhe neo senuesvenss go to 6 
Da LEAVER LAN sSHAPeO WithMMOICI Ab TID Ses esentisncencsevasccoctbevs~-ce gingko 
Leaves not fan-shaped, lacking notch at tip............. eee go to4 
BMm RSG AV EM eNUTCH. rset Tien fete tense Peake bs time sess ca assess magnolias 
Beaver loved or toothed: sererpe.oece eis rece ttacte es sens ceaccess go to 5 
PrP TER VGe LOL gaa cnt omar ot avers vase oe Salary Cnwacrennin a tients eniexedsehs oaks 
LAV ES LORE Sere terrace sere vet rastates er teceecas: we ko eeaa cers elms 
6, -Leafletsismnallicc...c. 2. Ref tovncn cacnen toon eeeaxeea oe epekoees honeylocust 
Leaflets large s2ie5 aivcccsJarecs-cnce ce eras reer e e yellowwood 
Ts Leeavesiwhorled oer cece crccee steer otra aree es coat vee oct catalpa 
EAVES ODPOSILC Sein: Sitenct sce tsvecerasesenceeteee- os oke t nseereteiaies go to 8 
Sew a LOAVES SIMPL eters tvaxs eosin sscevtes perch cane alenng caer cneeeedueers go to9 
Leaves Compound yersresescscxsesevesesccussacsees porsoetrcenecesserdeseee go to 10 
92+ Iceaves palmatelylobed Seeseceereea ect cresceree ty nee eee maples 
Leaves: entirega ae weet oe ee emt dogwoods 
10: Leaves: palmately compounds secre recce-cse-cceecopeeeseee buckeyes 
eaves pinnately‘compoundia.s- eee ret ashes 
*Various leaf types: 
fan-shaped 
large leaflet whorled compound palmately lobed 
palmately compound pinnately compound simple 
EVALUATION Exchange keys among individuals or small groups. Can students find invalid (unac- 
ceptable) characters in each other’s keys? Discuss why these characters fail to 
distinguish among species or do not hold true in all situations. If time permits, create 
a key on the chalkboard that represents commonly used characters. For example, did 
all students use the presence or absence of fur or hooked vs. flat beaks as characters? 
For older students, conclude the evaluation by showing actual keys to species of 
organisms. The point here is not to introduce the technical vocabulary and refine- 
ments used in these keys but to help students understand that their keys represent a 
very simple example of a biological key. 
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My, How You’ve Grown! 




___ dragonfly ____ 
eee OSDC\ aaa 
mosquito 
beaver 
See June DccliC mas 
____ grasshopper ___ 
oak tree 
9 10 oe an 








Activity Three: Name That Habitat 
to introduce some of the habitats found in Illinois and to help students distinguish 
among them 
classification, inference 
bog, carnivorous plants, cave, savanna, swamp, prairie, presettlement 
copies of Illinois Habitats and Habitat Questions, pencils 
Illinois was not always corn and soybeans, cities and highways. Unfortunately, we 
cannot see the state as it was when the first explorers crossed the seemingly limitless 
prairie on horseback or canoed down the magnificent Illinois River. We can, how- 
ever, rediscover many of the habitats that were present in presettlement times. These 
habitats are being preserved by law because they support a fascinating diversity of 
irreplaceable living things. This activity encourages students to look at Illinois in a 
more enlightened way and to discover some of the habitats that make up Illinois. 
We urge you to take your classes on one field trip (preferably two so that com- 
parisons can be made) to a natural area in Illinois. Because these areas are unique, we 
suggest that you have a guide or interpreter along to lead your class. Six areas in 
various regions of the state are suggested below. See map for general locations and a 
brief description of each site. For additional sites, contact the Illinois Department of 
Conservation, Division of Natural Heritage, 600 North Grand W., Springfield, IL 
62701-1787 (phone: 217-785-8774). 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
Volo Bog Nature Preserve 
620 Brandenburg Road 
Ingleside, IL 60041 
(815-344-1294) 
WEST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
Sand Prairie—Scrub Oak Preserve 
Site Superintendent 
Sand Ridge State Forest 
Forest City, IL 61532 
(309-597-2260) 
EAST-— CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
Russel M. Duffin Nature Preserve 
Vermilion Co. Conservation District 
Director of Conservation Education 
Forest Glen Forest Preserve 
Westville, IL 61883 
(217-662-6284) 
Edward L. Ryerson Preserve 
Ryerson Conservation Area 
Deerfield, IL 60015 
(708-948-7750) 
Forest Park Preserve 
Forest Park Nature Center 
Gardner Lane and Forest Park Drive 
Peoria, IL 61614 
(309-688-6413) 
American Beech Woods Preserve 
Lincoln Trail State Park 
Site Superintendent 
RR #1, Box 117 
Marshall, IL 62441 
(217-826-2222) 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Heron Pond-Little Black Slough 
Site Superintendent 
Ferne Clyffe State Park 
Goreville, IL 62939 
(618-995-2411) 
Round Bluff Nature Preserve 
Site Superintendent 
Ferne Clyffe State Park 
Goreville, IL 62939 
(618-995-2411) 
Description and Map of Field Trip Sites 
1. Volo Bog is the only bog in Illinois that contains a well-developed tamarack forest 
and all stages of bog succession. Many unusual plants characteristic of bogs are 
present, including sphagnum moss, cotton sedge, poison sumac, and pitcher plant. A 
boardwalk provides easy access. 
2. Ryerson Preserve is composed of floodplain and upland forests, some of which are 











floor has a spectacular display of wildlfowers. 
3. Sand Prairie—Scrub Oak Preserve has various 
types of habitats associated with sand deposits. 
These include savanna, sand prairie, and dunes, all of 
which support a flora typical of dry conditions. 
Prickly pear cactus is abundant here. 
4. Forest Park Preserve in Peoria is a ravine forest 
along the Illinois River. Small hill prairies occur in 
openings in the oak forest along the rugged bluff 
tops. 
5. Duffin Nature Preserve near Danville supports 
wet to dry ravine forests along the Vermilion River. 
The forest has red oak, sugar maple, beech, and tulip 
trees in the ravines and various oaks and hickories on 
the ridges. A rich flora of wildflowers is present each 
spring. 
6. American Beech Woods is found in Lincoln Trail 
State Park and is characterized by steep ravines and 
flat uplands. The dominant trees are the American 
beech, sugar maple, and tulip tree. Many unusual 
plants associated with beech woods, such as squaw 
root and beech drops, are present. 
7. Heron Pond-—Little Black Slough is a remnant of 
the once extensive cypress-tupelo swamps of the 
Cache River valley. Some of the oldest trees in 
Illinois are found here. Notable inhabitants are the 
red iris, green tree frog, and cottonmouth snake. A 
boardwalk is present. 
8. Round Bluff Preserve, in Ferne Clyffe State Park, 
is a sandstone bluff supporting many rare and 
unusual plants, including various ferns and wildflow- 
ers. Stairs along the trail provide for easy access. 
PROCEDURE 
Illinois Habitat Types 
woodlands—land covered with various kinds of trees, usually with a closed canopy. 
Only shade-tolerant plants can grow in the understory of a forest. Illinois woodlands 
are of various types, including oak—hickory and beech—maple. Originally, nearly 14 
million acres of Illinois (38%) was forested. Today, Illinois has 4.3 million acres of 
forest, covering about 12% of the land. Most of the quality wildlife habitat that 
remains in Illinois is found in woodland settings. 
prairies—treeless areas dominated by grasses. Illinois prairies once covered over 21 
million acres (60%) of the state. Nearly 500 species of plants grew on the prairies, 
with grasses like big and little bluestem, cordgrass, Indian grass, and needlegrass 
being the most prevalent. In addition, hundreds of species of flowering plants made 
the prairie a virtual wildflower garden throughout most of the growing season. 
swamps—trees and shrubs growing on ground covered by water for most of the year. 
The cypress—tupelo—gum swamps of far southern Illinois are more reminiscent of the 
Gulf Coast than Illinois. Many southern species of plants and animals, such as the 
cottonmouth, green tree frog, and red iris, live here. 
savannas—widely spaced trees, usually oaks, with prairie vegetation growing beneath 
them. Savannas and prairies were maintained by fire. Thus, the trees found on a 
savanna are most often fire-tolerant bur, white, or black oaks. Although this habitat is 
extremely rare in Illinois today, it was undoubtedly very common in presettlement 
times. 
caves—underground cavities, with an opening to the surface, usually formed by water. 
At least 480 caves are known to exist in Illinois. Some of the interesting organisms 
that inhabit caves possess highly specialized adaptations that allow them to live ina 
world of total darkness. Other animals, such as bats, visit caves only to rest or spend 
the winter. 
bogs—wet, spongy ground rich in plant remains, usually acidic and frequently 
surrounding a body of water. Bogs are found in Illinois only in the northeastern 
corner. Because of the low nutrient content of the soil, certain bog-inhabiting plants 
are carnivorous and obtain nitrogen by capturing and digesting insects. Various traps 
and snares are used to lure and capture unsuspecting prey. 
1. Begin by presenting your own version of the information in the comments above. 
Distribute copies of Illinois Habitats and Habitat Questions. Students refer to the 
pictures and draw upon information from your opening remarks to answer the ques- 
tions. 
Answers to habitat questions: 
1. Savanna-B, woodland-A, tallgrass prairie—D, bog—F , cave—C, cypress swamp—E 
2. Cypress swamp 
3. Savanna—bur or white oak; woodland-any tree; bog—sphagnum moss, pitcher plant; 
tallgrass prairie—big bluestem, Indian grass; cave—cave salamander, bat; cypress 
swamp-—cottonmouth, green tree frog 
4.E,F 
5. Tallgrass prairie 
6. A. Bogs are found only in the northeastern corner of Illinois. 
7. Bogs 
&. Tallgrass prairie 
9. A savanna has trees that are widely spaced with sun-loving prairie vegetation 
underneath; woodlands have a closed canopy with shade-loving species underneath. 
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EVALUATION 
10. False. Although the diversity of life in a cave is lower than that of most habitats, a 
number of organisms are specifically adapted to live in caves (salamanders, fish, 
crickets), and others use caves as homes or shelters for part of the year (bats, rac- 
coons, snakes). 
11. Marshes, streams, lakes 
12. Students justify their answers in a variety of ways. One important justification is 
that the community of species that finds a home in one habitat may not be found in 
other habitats. Species are irreplaceable natural resources that cannot be saved 
unless we save their habitats. Also, the size of a habitat does not necessarily deter- 
mine its importance in terms of diversity or rarity of species. 
2. Discuss the habitats introduced in this exercise. How many students knew that bogs 
and swamps differed? How many students were aware that there are bogs and 
swamps in Illinois? Why are these areas important to preserve? Why have these 
habitats survived the extensive development that has occurred in IIlinois over the past 
100 years? Are there any organisms that have become extirpated in Illinois since 
presettlement times? Why? If students need help, suggest the black bear, bison, elk, 
and passenger pigeon. 
Ask students to bring in photographs from magazines and other sources that illustrate 
various habitats. Old copies of National Geographic would be useful, and photos 
from family vacations might help students to relate more closely to particular habitats. 
Include habitats that are not found in Illinois: desert, rainforest, arctic. Display the 
collection on a bulletin board. Identify and label habitats that might be found in 
Illinois and discuss why the others are unlikely to be found in our state. 
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1. Match the name of an Illinois habitat with the letter of the corresponding photograph from Illinois Habitats. 
savanna woodland 
tallgrass prairie bog 
cave cypress swamp 
2. Which of these habitats is found only in the far southern part of the state? 
3. Name a plant or animal that you think might be found in each habitat. 
savanna woodland 
bog tallgrass prairie 
cave cypress swamp 
4. Which of these habitats are considered wetlands? 
5. One of these habitats once covered 60% of Illinois but now covers only 0.01%. Which one is it? 
6. Where would a bog be found in I[IInois? 
A. near Chicago D. in extreme southern Illinois 
B. in northwestern IIlinois E. none are found in IIlinois 
C. near Danville 
7. In which habitat would you expect to find carnivorous plants? 
8. Which habitat in Illinois has been almost entirely converted to agriculture? 
9. Explain the difference between a savanna and a woodland. 
10. Caves are lifeless places that have no living organisms in them. 
True or False 
11. Name two habitats not pictured that are found in Illinois. 
12. Is it important to preserve habitats? Give two reasons for your answer. 
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Activity Four: Wetlands Mobile 
OBJECTIVE to introduce students to a few of the animals that inhabit Illinois wetlands 
SKILLS motor skills, following instructions 
VOCABULARY aquatic, invertebrate, metamorphosis, ominvorous, predaceous, scavenge, wetland 
MATERIALS scissors, colored pencils or crayons, transparent tape, multiple copies of Crayfish, 
Turtle, Dragonfly, Frog, and Frog Metamorphosis (if possible, reproduce these on 
card stock rather than paper), thread, straws or twigs cut in various lengths, coat 
hangers or dowels 
COMMENTS Many kinds of wetlands are found in Illinois: swamps, marshes, bogs, fens, seeps, and 
the edges of ponds, streams, and lakes. Wetlands have never been very popular, and 
we tend to think of them as uncomfortable and even unhealthy or dangerous places. 
Nothing could be more wrong! Wetlands are an extremely valuable part of the 
landscape. They store water after heavy rains and slowly release it later; they filter silt 
and pollutants from water; and they provide homes for a great number and variety of 
plants and animals. Unfortunately, most of the wetlands in Illinois have been de- 
stroyed by agricultural, industrial, and urban development. Those that remain are 
greatly diminished in size and quality, but they remain fascinating habitats that are fun 
to explore during any season of the year. Here is an opportunity for students to meet a 
few of the animals that live in wetlands: a turtle, dragonfly, crayfish, and frog. 
PROCEDURE 1. Introduce the activity with observations on the nature and importance of wetlands. 
Distribute copies of handouts. 
2. Students fold each drawing along the dotted line, cut it out, and unfold the sheet to 
discover the silhouette of the complete animal. Students then complete the blank half 
of the cutout and color it appropriately. Suggestions for coloring are given on each 
sheet. The fold helps to give each animal a somewhat three-dimensional quality. 
3. Students use the completed cutouts to make a mobile to display their wetland 
inhabitants. The stages in a frog’s development—ts life cycle—can be shown in a 
separate mobile. 
Complete Mobile Frog Metamorphosis Mobile 
4. As students work, discuss the four wetland inhabitants. What does each eat? 
Where are the young of dragonflies found? To what other organisms are crayfish 
related? What does a frog need to complete its life cycle? 
a2 
EVALUATION The completed mobile can serve as the evaluation for this exercise; however, students 
may also write a paragraph in the persona of one of the wetland creatures on the 
mobile. Some students may prefer to express this point of view in a verse—rhymed or 
not. For example, 
The Turtle 
Fragile beneath my 
patterned armor, 
mute and stubborn 
I survive 
your curious pokes 
and kicks. 
But without the 
ooze and bubble 




Crayfish are found in freshwater lakes, streams, ponds, 
and swamps throughout Illinois. They are some of the 
largest aquatic invertebrates (animals without back- 
bones) in the state. Illinois has 23 different species of 










Cut out the V-shaped segments along the back of the 
crayfish before you unfold the paper. You can cut out 
the eyes or color them. Crayfish come in a number of 





Seventeen species of turtles are found in Illinois. Most Cut out or color in the eyes of the turtle. Good color 
are aquatic; some prefer streams, and others are pond or choices for the body are green or brown. The pattern of 
lake animals. Some species eat only other animals (that the shell might be colored yellow and brown. 
makes them predaceous), others eat both plants and 
animals (omnivorous), and some do a certain amount of 
scavenging (feeding on dead animals). 
fold here 
Dragonfly | 
Dragonflies are members of the insect order Odonata. The wings of a common Illinois dragonfly, the amber- 
The adults fly about and catch and eat other insects. winged skimmer, are yellow with brown spots, its body 
They are predaceous. Young dragonflies live in the is brown, and its eyes are green. 
water, but they are also predaceous and feed on just 
about any animal that is not too big for them to catch. 
Small fish, tiny tadpoles, and even salamanders may be 






Cut out the frog and color the eyes and the markings on 
the frog’s back. Illinois frogs come in several colors, 
including green, gray, and brown. 
Frogs lay their eggs in water in the early spring. The 
tadpole hatches in a few days and swims about feeding 
on algae and other vegetation. Soon the hind legs appear 
and the tail begins to decrease in size. Finally, a frog that 
resembles the adult is formed, but with a tail. The tail 
eventually disappears and the adult form of the frog 
appears. The life cycle is now complete, and the frog 
can move about on land or in water. 
fold here 
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The word metamorphosis comes from two Greek words: 
meta, which means change or transformation, and 
morphe, which means form. This series of cutouts tells 
you the story of the metamorphosis of the frog. The 
adult frog is shown on the preceding page. 
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Frog Metamorphosis _ 
The frog’s egg is clear with a brown center. Tadpoles in 
the first two stages shown below are brown. The third 
tadpole, well on its way to becoming a frog, begins to 
reflect the adult coloration of gray, green, or brown. 
Section Two: The Dollars and “Sense” of Biodiversity 
Biological resources are priceless. To compete for the attention of government and 
commercial interests, however, the value of biodiversity must often be demonstrated 
in economic terms. 
The dollar value of biological resources to the social and economic development 
of a state or nation might be determined by combining four estimates: the value of 
resources obtained directly from nature and consumed without passing through a 
market (for example, firewood, forage, and game); the value of resources that are 
commercially harvested (for example, timber, fish, animal products, and medicinal 
plants); the indirect values related to the functions of an ecosystem (for example, 
watershed protection, photosynthesis, climate regulation, and soil development); and 
the most difficult value to estimate—tetaining options for the future. 
Another approach might be to determine the value of a single species and multi- 
ply it by the number of species on Earth, but values would undoubtedly vary greatly 
depending on who is doing the evaluating. To get some idea of the enormous total 
generated by this method, we should keep in mind that estimates of the number of 
species range from 5 to 30 million! 
A third method might be to assign commodity, amenity, and moral values to 
species. A species would have commodity value if it could be made into a product 
that could be sold in the marketplace or if it could serve as a model for other products 
(for example, many synthetic drugs are based on chemicals found in plants and 
animals). A species would have amenity value if its existence improved the lives of 
humans in an intellectual or psychological way: hunting, fishing, birdwatching, 
hiking, and nature study, for example. The moral value of a species would exist apart 
from any use to which we might put it. Merely knowing that bears, lady’s slippers, 
bobcats, and darters exist would be enough. In essence, moral value depends on how 
we view biodiversity. Even from the egocentric perspective of the human intellect, 
any and all species should have moral value, and that value should not have to be 
justified in economic terms. 
When the interactions among organisms are considered, the value of biodiversity 
exceeds the sum of its parts. Indeed, biodiversity can be said to encompass the value 
of the entire natural world. Whether we like it or not, we are not only part of the 
exceedingly complex web of life on Earth but are totally dependent on it for survival. 
At present, we are woefully ignorant of the organisms with which we share the 
Earth. Only a small percentage of species (less than 15%) have been named, and we 
have knowledge of the life histories and ecological interactions of only a small portion 
of those. 
Our actions over the next decade will shape the future. Will our treatment of the 
Earth’s resources be characterized by overexploitation and abuse to meet short-term 
goals, or will we work to maintain the greatest possible degree of biological diversity 
and use these resources in a sustainable manner? Only time will tell. 
(Portions exerpted from Norton, B. 1988. Commodity, amenity, and morality: the 
limits of quantification in valuing biodiversity. Pages 200—205 in E.O. Wilson, ed. 









Activity Five: Numbers, Numbers, Numbers 
to suggest a few of the many ways in which we use Earth’s biodiversity 
reasoning, inference, estimation, calculation 
monoculture, perennial, hybrid 
multiple copies of Numbers, Numbers, Numbers, pencils 
Part of the story of biodiversity, albeit a very small part, can be told in numbers. 
Although the diversity of life on Earth is enormous, we believe, at least superficially, 
that our existence hinges on a relatively few species. A vast, unknown number of 
species remain to be discovered, and many of these will unquestionably offer direct 
benefits to us. Their discovery, of course, hinges on their continued existence. The 
great tragedy of extinction is that it is irreversible. 
After you have set the biodiversity scene, distribute copies of Numbers, Numbers, 
Numbers (p. 31) and Numbers Dialogue. Information required to answer the 
questions on Numbers, Numbers, Numbers is contained in the Numbers Dialogue. 
When students have read the dialogue and completed their answers, check them with 
the answers given below. The importance of this activity lies in the growing aware- 
ness of the many values of biodiversity. 
Answers: 7%, 50%, 1.4 million, 250,000, 7,000, 80%, two dozen, 25%, 55,646, 3,200, 
4 billion, 7 billion, 39%, 10%, 55%, 0.01%, 1, 1% 
Ask students to explain the meaning of the following statement in a short paragraph. 
“Wisdom dictates that we give existing organisms the benefit of the doubt.” 
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Name: 
Numbers, Numbers, Numbers 
Part of the story of the importance of biodiversity can be told in numbers. Read the handout Numbers Dialogue and 



















Tropical rainforests cover of the Earth’s surface, but contain more than of the world’s 
plants and animals. 
Approximately organisms have been described and named by scientists. 
Of the kinds of plants currently known, only have been used for food 
by humans. 
As much as of the world’s food supply may be based on fewer than species 
of plants and animals. 
For the past 25 years, of all prescriptions for medicines in the United States contained 
chemicals extracted from plants. 
In its square miles, Illinois has about species of plants. 
Nearly people in the world rely on plants as sources of drugs. 
A wild grass recently discovered in Mexico, a perennial related to corn, may prove to have a value of 
nearly dollars annually if it can be used to produce a perennial hybrid of corn. 
of the land that was to At the time of European settlement, forests occupied approximately 
become Illinois; Illinois forests now account for about of the state. 
Prairie once covered about of Illinois and was the ecosystem responsible for building the rich 
soil that covers much of Illinois. Today, prairie remnants are found in less than of the state. 
Agriculture as it is practiced in the Midwest consists of a series of fields in monoculture. A mono- 
culture has species of plant growing in it. 
We directly depend on less than of living species for our existence; the remainder of species are 
untested for possible use. 
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Human existence directly depends on about 14,000 of 
the 1.4 million known kinds of plants and animals. 
Among the 250,000 species of plants, only 2.8% have 
been used as food by humans. In fact, less than 25 
species of plants and animals provide food for 8 out of 
10 people. How important are natural plants to our food 
supply? A wild grass found growing in Mexico, a 
perennial relative of corn, may be worth at least $7 
billion if it can be crossed with corn to produce a 
perennial hybrid (one that does not need to be replanted 
year after year). Plants are also important sources of 
drugs for humans. About 77% of the 5.2 billion people 
currently living rely almost entirely on plants for their 
drugs, and one in four prescriptions written during the 
past 25 years contained chemicals obtained from plants. 
The biodiversity of our planet is being jeopardized 
largely by the destruction of habitats such as tropical 
rainforests. Although tropical rainforests occupy only 
13,785,716 square miles of the 196,938,800 square 
miles of the Earth’s surface, they contain more than half 
of all known species of plants and animals. 
In Illinois we have destroyed much of our native 
landscape. Originally, forest occupied 21,702 of the 
55,646 square miles of Illinois; today, only 5,646 square 
miles are forested. The situation with prairies is even 
more extreme. Although 30,605 square miles of Illinois 
was in prairie at the time of settlement, today only 
0.01% of that remains. In these very small fragments of 
natural habitats, many of Illinois’ 3,200 species of plants 
must live, isolated in a sea of agriculture where only a 







Activity Six: Humans as Part of the Whole 
to help students perceive our total dependence on other organisms 
analysis, application, inference, observation 
analyze, component, interdependence 
Three requirements for human survival are food, clothing, and shelter. In this activity 
students discover how totally dependent we are on other living organisms in meeting 
these requirements. 
1. Write the words food, clothing, and shelter on the chalkboard. Use clothing as an 
example of how to proceed with the activity. Write the headings /tem, Materials, 
Made From, Origin, and Other on the chalkboard. Begin by asking students to list 
several items of clothing. Ask the following questions about each item. What 
materials are used to make it? From what are these materials made? What, in turn, is 
the origin of these substances? Finally, what natural organisms (Other) are necessary 
for the items listed under Origin? Your completed chart should resemble the example 
below. 
Item Materials Made From Origin Other 
shirt cotton cloth cotton fiber cotton plant Insects 
(act as 
pollinators) 
silk silk threads silkworm mulberry 
(serves as 
food plant) 




wool fleece sheep forage 
(serves as 
food source) 
boots rubber plant sap rubber tree insects 
(serve as 
pollinators) 
leather animal hide COW forage 
(serves as 
food source) 
2. Divide the class into three or more groups and assign a requirement (food, clothing, 
or shelter) to each group. 
3. Each group begins by choosing a recorder who divides a piece of paper into five 
columns and inserts the headings you used on the chalkboard. Each group then selects 
items to represent its assigned category and traces the origins of each item as you did 
on the chalkboard. If, for example, the group’s assigned requirement was shelter, they 
might list house in the first column. In column two, they would list typical materials 
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EVALUATION 
used to build a house: lumber, glass, shingles. In column three they would note that 
these materials come from more basic materials: lumber from wood, glass from sand, 
shingles from asphalt. Column four, an even more basic level, represents the origin of 
the materials: wood from trees, sand from pulverized rock, asphalt from petroleum. 
The final column represents the most basic level of origin: trees come from soil 
(mostly from plant and animal [organic] materials); pulverized rock from the Earth’s 
crust is inorganic material, not composed of plants and animals; petroleum is com- 
posed of the decayed bodies of ancient plants and animals. 
4. Share several of the completed charts with the class, emphasizing our total depen- 
dence on the natural organisms, both plants and animals, with which we share the 
planet. 
5. In the second part of this activity you will help the class construct a web of living 
components on which we depend for food, clothing, and shelter. Begin by asking 
students to circle all entries on their charts that are or were living organisms (plants 
and animals). Choose a student to be the center of the web and write that student’s 
name on the chalkboard. Add the three requirements (food, clothing, and shelter) 
around that student’s name. Add the living components that students have circled on 
their charts, clustering them around the appropriate requirement. Webs may be large 
and complex, or relatively simple, depending on the number of items each group 
analyzed. A simple example is provided below. 






decayed plants/animals COWS forage 
cotton plants wheat 
insects for pollination chickens corm 
mulberry tree 
sheep 
forage for grazing 
Conclude by reemphasizing our total dependence on other living organisms. We are 
inextricably bound into the web of life. 
Ask students to choose one or two items not discussed in class from the three require- 
ments and repeat the exercise as a homework assignment. Later, discuss the interac- 
tions shown in their webs, pointing out similarities and differences between individual 
webs. 
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Section Three: Biodiversity and You 
Human activities have caused massive changes in Earth’s life support system. Simul- 
taneously, mounting levels of consumption by growing numbers of people are making 
increasing demands on the resources of our planet. The immediate causes for the loss 
of biological resources are clear. We lose species (the ultimate measure of bio- 
diversity) through the large-scale clearing and burning of forests and grasslands, 
inappropriate use of pesticides, destruction of wetlands, overharvesting of plants and 
animals, air pollution, and the transformation of undisturbed wildlands to industrial, 
agricultural, and urban uses. 
Why don’t we do a better job of conserving biological diversity? In the first 
place, nations have traditionally undervalued biological resources and continue to do 
so, often because the species and ecosystems upon which human survival depends are 
poorly known and frequently misunderstood. Further, the exploitation of biological 
resources initially yields great profit for developers. Profits quickly decline, however, 
and developers move on to the next resource. It is the local people who must deal 
with the environmental costs of exploitation. 
If we are to conserve biological diversity, we must address both immediate and 
long-term problems. Protecting species means protecting habitats. Although most 
governments have legal means for protecting habitats and their biological resources 
(globally, some 4,500 major reserves cover almost 500 million hectares), the current 
network of reserves, national parks, and conservation areas needs to be increased at 
least threefold if these sites are to be adequate for the protection of biodiversity. 
Ultimately, a single species, Homo sapiens, will determine whether biological 
resources are consumed at sustainable levels. 
The wondrous, rich, self-sustaining natural ecosystem, from algae to oaks and 
earthworms to bison, that existed before European settlers arrived in IIlinois is our 
natural heritage. Early Illinoisans, during settlement, were concerned with survival 
and making a new life on the prairies and forests. They navigated and explored, 
logged, farmed, and constructed. Resources appeared inexhaustible. These settlers 
drastically altered the living landscape in a relatively short time, usually with little or 
no thought for the future. 
Actions were eventually taken to preserve what remained of the natural heritage 
of Illinois, and a state parks program was inaugurated in 1925. Federal wildlife 
refuges soon were established to protect important game species. The Nature Conser- 
vancy, a private organization formed in 1950, continues to preserve natural diversity 
in Illinois and worldwide. 
In 1963 Illinois became the first state to embrace a program that legally protects 
natural areas as official nature preserves—pieces of land that closely reflect their 
presettlement conditions. The Illinois Natural Area Inventory, completed in 1978, 
was a three-year project to locate and describe remaining natural areas. Maps and 
aerial photos, aerial surveys, on-site inspections, and compilations of all available 
information about a site were used to complete this inventory. Nearly 1,100 sites were 
identified as significant natural areas, and the computer-based inventory continues to 
grow as new Sites are discovered and added, whereas others are destroyed before they 
can be preserved. There are now more than 200 nature preserves in Illinois. Unfortu- 
nately, only a miniscule 0.07% of the land surface of our state currently reflects the 
presettlement conditons and can be included in the nature preserve system. In 
addition, only about one-third of the natural areas originally identified in the inventory 
can be considered permanently protected. 
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The natural areas of Illinois serve as outdoor classrooms for students of all ages 
and are sources of beauty and inspiration to many. They provide habitats for the 
myriad forms of life that inhabit Illinois with us. They serve as living examples of the 
rich flora and fauna on which this country was built. They link us to the future and to 
the not-so-distant past. Our stewardship of these natural areas will determine the 
natural heritage we will be able to bequeath to our children. The conservation of 
biological diversity can no longer be thought of in terms of centuries; the measure has 








Activity Seven: A Natural Areas Inventory 
to arrange a setting in which students can apply the procedures required to conduct a 
natural areas inventory 
classification, comparison, data analysis, generalization, inference, making value 
judgments, determining spatial relationships 
community, coordinates, core, dbh, encroach, endangered, extirpated, herbicide, 
inventory, old growth, relict, riparian, second or third growth, siltation 
multiple copies of Site Descriptions, Land-Use Map, and Site Classification Sheet 
An inventory is a systematic effort to find, describe, classify, and evaluate a unit or an 
area. In this activity students conduct a natural areas inventory. For our purposes, a 
natural area is defined as a tract of land or water that can be classified in one or more 
of the following categories: 
Ecological area—terrestrial or wetland natural community that is relatively 
undisturbed and that reflects its natural condition at the time of European settlement in 
the early 1800s. 
Habitat for endangered species—a setting that provides a home for animals or 
plants in danger of being extirpated from Illinois. 
Habitat for relict species—a site that contains groups of plants or animals that 
have persisted from a past climatic period. 
Natural aquatic area—stream, lake, or pond that is relatively undisturbed and that 
provides habitat for native aquatic life. 
In addition, the size and configuration of a natural area must provide some 
measure of protection and allow management to take place (for example, a buffer of 
land around a natural area or a natural area that is relatively large). 
1. Introduce the material in the comments section, emphasizing the categories to be 
used in designating a natural area. List these categories on the chalkboard for later 
reference. Explain that although the designation of a site as a natural area is based on 
scientific evidence, value judgments also enter in. 
2. Distribute copies of the three handouts to each student or designate small groups of 
students to work as a unit. 
3. Develop the following scenario: The class is participating in an inventory to survey 
the state for natural areas. Their assignment is to read the site descriptions and survey 
the area shown on the land-use map. They must then decide which sites should be 
designated as natural areas. Whether the area is to be protected as a natural area will 
be determined by their judgment. 
4. After students have read the six site descriptions and studied the map, they should 
review the categories for determining natural areas. Students then classify each site on 
the map by completing the Site Classification Sheet and deciding whether they will 
recommend to the state that a given site be protected as a natural area. 
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EVALUATION 
5. Later, discuss each site with the class. How many students came to the same 
conclusion regarding a particular site? What were the reasons for differing classifica- 
tions? 
Ask students to rank each site in importance as a natural area and to justify their 
rankings in a paragraph. If two sites had to be eliminated from the list for budgetary 
reasons, which two would students eliminate? Students should justify their choices. 
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Land-Use Map 
R7E R8E R9E R1OE R14W 
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Site 1. All of Green Creek lies within an agricultural 
area. Silting caused by erosion is a major problem. 
Toxic chemicals, especially herbicides, have been found 
in bottom sediments. In a short stretch of the creek, 
however, the water flows more rapidly over gravel, has 
relatively little siltation, and continues to support several 
species of mussels and a relatively rare crayfish. The 
vegetation along the stream (riparian vegetation) was 
originally forest, but in most sites farm fields now come 
almost to the bank. 
Site 2. The southern portion of Green Creek has cut into 
a sandstone outcrop, revealing the entrance to a large 
cave. Nearly | mile of passageways has been explored. 
Near the entrance vandals have damaged some of the 
cave’s natural features, and graffiti have been scrawled 
on the walls. Further in, most of the natural features are 
relatively undisturbed. Many passageways have not 
been explored. The cave supports a typical fauna with 
cave crickets, various other arthropods, and two species 
of common salamander. A small colony of the state- 
endangered Indiana bat roosts near the cave entrance. 
During periods of flooding, portions of the cave entrance 
may be under water. 
Site 3. A large woodland northeast of Smithfield, a 
town of 10,000, was originally part of a larger tract of 
forest called a prairie grove. Most of the forest has been 
logged in the past and is second- or third-growth timber. 
Cattle have been pastured in the woods at various times. 
A few hectares of old growth forest occur near the 
center of the woods and appear relatively undisturbed. 
No evidence of logging or pasturing was found, and the 
forest there supports a showy display of spring wild- 
flowers, including two species of wild orchids. Many of 
the trees in this area exceed 100 centimeters in diameter 
at breast height (dbh). 
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Site 4. A quarter-mile stretch of the B & B railroad is 
lined with a relatively undisturbed stretch of tallgrass 
prairie. The area was mowed in the past and shows 
disturbances typical of prairies along railroad (old ties, 
as well as other debris, are scattered about and gravel 
from the railroad bed can be found along the edges of 
the prairie). A plant survey identified more than 200 
species, including such uncommon species as prairie 
violet and Michigan lily. The prairie strip is approxi- 
mately 100 meters wide and is bordered on the north by 
a fencerow and on the south by a gravel road. 
Site 5. A portion of a large cemetery south of the active 
burial area supports a small grove of bur oaks with about 
30 species of prairie plants growing beneath them. The 
trees are widely spaced, and cores indicate they are at 
least 300 years old. The area has been used as a dump 
site by cemetery personnel over the years and has an 
accumulation of trash and debris. Day lilies and 
cultivated iris form one border of the area and have 
encroached into the prairie vegetation along the south 
side. This remnant savanna appears never to have been 
mowed. 
Site 6. Attempts to drain an area in southwest Smith 
County have failed, and the site retains its marshy 
characteristics. The area is spring-fed. Although the 
dominant plant in the marsh is cattail, golden club and 
pickerelweed are present. The endangered yellow- 
headed blackbird sometimes nests here. 
oe 
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Site Classification Sheet 
Habitat types: forest, prairie, savanna, wetland, lake or pond, stream, cave 
Classification categories: ecological area, habitat for endangered species, habitat for relict species, natural aquatic 
area 
Overall site description: The area in question is Smith County, a rural area with extensive agricultural development 
over most of the landscape. Smith County has two large towns, each with a population of 10,000, and two small towns 
with populations under 5,000. Six sites are under consideraton as natural areas. Based on the information provided, 




































Buffer zone present: YES NO 
*Location of Jonesville, for example, could be described as the juncture of ROE/T22N and RIOE/T2I1N. 
**Fach square on the map represents 640 acres (about 256 hectares). 







to show the changes that have occurred in Illinois forests from presettlement (around 
1820) to the present 
inference, communication, spatial relationships, interpretation 
presettlement, remote sensing 
multiple copies of Forestland Maps and Questions to Think About; paper, pencil 
At the time of European settlement, about 1820, Illinois forests covered 13.8 million 
acres and made up 38% of the land area of the state. Those native forests provided 
many products needed to sustain the early settlers: building materials, fuel, fence 
posts. As the population grew and farms began to increase in size, the abundant 
supply of timber for shelter and fuel began to dwindle. This disappearing timber 
resource greatly concerned the settlers and prompted them to plant trees near their 
homes and to manage their forestlands more wisely. Stands of trees that returned 
naturally, along with those planted by the settlers in the 1880s, now represent much of 
the remaining Illinois forestland. Forests currently account for approximately 4 
million acres, about 12% of the state. The major types of forest found in Illinois are 
described below. 
oak-hickory Most of the trees in these forests are upland oaks or hickories. The 
major forest type in Illinois, oak—hickory occupies more than 2 million acres and 
carries half the total volume of wood in the state. Twenty species of oak and 10 
species of hickory have been recorded in Illinois. Other common trees in this forest 
type include yellow poplar, elm, and maple. 
maple-beech Sugar maple and/or beech predominate in these forests. Other 
common trees include silver maple, elm, and basswood. Young maples tolerate shade 
and therefore reproduce under closed canopies more successfully than oaks and 
hickories. As a result, the maple—beech forest has increased fortyfold since 1962! 
This phenomenon is referred to as “maple takeover.” 
oak-gum-cypress_ These are bottomland forests in which most of the trees are 
tupelo, black gum, sweet gum, oak, or bald cypress. Other common trees include 
cottonwood, willow, and ash. This forest type has been much reduced over the 
decades, largely because bottomlands have been drained and logged to create addi- 
tional agricultural land. 
elm-—ash-soft maple Lowland elm, ash, silver and red maple, and cottonwood are 
most abundant in these forests. Other common trees include boxelder, willow, 
sycamore, and beech. This forest type is predominantly found on the floodplains 
along Illinois streams and is rapidly diminishing as forest stream corridors are reduced 
in width to accommodate agriculture. 
1. Distibute copies of Forestland Maps and Questions to Think About to each 
student. To complete the activity sheet, students will need to know the number of 
acres or hectares in their county. Have this information on hand, or send a student to 
the library to obtain it. 
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EVALUATION 
2. After students have studied the maps, ask them to answer the questions in writing. 
Several questions require short paragraphs to answer them adequately. 
3. Discuss with the students their answers to the questions. Most of the questions 
require deduction and will reflect student opinion and experience. Brief answers to 
questions 4, 5, and 6 are given below. 
Answers: 
4. Forests followed streams and rivers in most of the prairie regions of Illinois. 
5. Small forests are more likely to be invaded by undesirable plants and animals. 
They have too much edge in relation to area. Many kinds of birds (especially song- 
birds) and other animals require large areas of forest to live and reproduce. Small 
patches of forest do not provide enough resources for larger animals, and some— 
deer, for example—must migrate between patches to find adequate food and to 
provide nurseries for their young. The need to move creates problems for the animals 
and for us (animals killed on highways, the invasion of suburbia by deer, deer at 
O’ Hare International Airport). 
6. The 1980 forest map was drawn from images collected from satellites high above 
Earth. This new technology is called remote sensing. These satellites can only “see” 
forests of a certain size, and the forests in some counties are simply too small to be 
detected by satellite. 
Ask each student to make a poster illustrating the benefits we receive from trees. Here 
are some ideas to get you started: provide shade, wood, homes for wildlife, edibles, 
and windbreaks; retain soil by reducing erosion; reduce air conditioning costs and 
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. 
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This map was developed from 
information obtained from 
land-use surveys of 1820. 
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This current forest map was 
developed through the use of 
images obtained from 
satellites orbiting high above 
Earth. 
Name: 
Questions to Think About 
1. Find the county in which you live and estimate the percentage forested in 1820 and in 1980. Translate that percent- 
age to hectares of forest. 
2. What factors do you think caused the change in forest cover in your county over this 160-year period? 
3. Between 1840 and 1920 Illinois lost 1.2% of its forests each year. In the state of Rondonia, Brazil, the rate of loss 
of tropical rainforests between 1978 and 1987 was 1.4%. What can be learned from the Illinois experience that might 
help to slow the rate of loss in the remaining forests of Brazil? 
4. On the 1820 map the forests of east-central Illinois follow irregular patterns. Can you explain these patterns? 
5. Scientists have found that breaking forests into small pieces (fragmentation) is harmful to many kinds of plants and 
animals and makes management of those forests more difficult. Can you think of reasons why fragmented forests make 
less desirable habitats and create problems for forest managers? 
6. Some counties on the 1980 map show no forests at all. Of course there are some trees in these counties. Why don’t 
they show on the map? 
7. Biologist Robert Petty wrote, ‘““What irony—the sons of the world’s most incredible axemen planting seedlings in 
the shadow of stumps five feet across.” Although he was talking about earlier tree planting efforts, can you relate his 
statement to the maps and to the current tree planting campaigns? 
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Glossary and Selected Bibliography 
analyze __ to study by dividing a complex whole into its parts or elements 
aquatic growing or living in water 
bacteria microscopic organisms with round, rodlike, spiral, or filamentous single- 
celled bodies 
biodiversity all the organisms present on Earth 
biological key an arrangment of the important characteristics of a group of plants or 
animals designed to aid in identification 
carnivorous plants plants that break down animal tissue to obtain nutrients 
cave anatural underground chamber or chambers open to the surface 
character a feature used to separate organisms into categories 
chordates (primitive chordates) animals with some stage of development of a 
spinal chord 
class a major category of biological classification ranking above the order and below 
the phylum 
classification a systematic arrangement of organisms into groups or categories 
classify to arrange in classes or categories 
community a group of populations of organisms living together in a particular 
environment 
component a part of the whole 
coordinates two or more terms that allow a point to be determined by their inter- 
section 
core apart removed from the interior mass of an organism (usually a tree) to 
determine composition or age 
dbh_ diameter at breast height, usually of a tree 
described species an organism that has been studied by a scientist or knowledgable 
person and designated to be a particular species, unique from all others 
dichotomous key a key for the identification of organisms based on a series of 
choices between alternative characters 
dicots class of flowering plants with an embryo and two cotyledons (seed leaves) 
encroach to advance beyond usual limits 
endangered threatened with extinction 
exoskeleton hard, external supporting structure of various organisms (insects, 
spiders, etc.) 
extirpated eliminated completely from a site 
family a group of related plants or animals ranking above the genus and below the 
order 
fungi any of a major group of lower organisms that do not have chlorophyll and 
absorb nutrients from dead and decaying matter 
genus a group of closely related species of plants or animals ranking between the 
family and the species 
herbicide a chemical used to hinder or destroy plant growth 
hierarchical key a biological key in which the characters constantly become more 
exclusive, thus allowing smaller and smaller groups of organisms to be identified 
hybrid any crossbred plant or animal 
interdependence relationship between two or more organisms that are intimately 
linked to each other, such as a predator-prey relationship 
inventory a survey of natural resources, including natural habitats and species 
diversity 
invertebrates animals lacking a spinal column 
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key _ see biological key 
kingdom in taxonomy, a primary division of the living world. Kingdoms are 
divided into phyla, classes, etc. 
metamorphosis change in form undergone by an animal from embryo to adult stage 
mollusks — soft-bodied, invertebrate animals usually encased in a hard shell 
monocots plants having an embryo and a single cotyledon 
monoculture the culture or growth of a single species 
motile capable of movement 
nonmotile incapable of movement 
old growth forest stands with trees at least 120 years old, or forests that retain their 
undisturbed, virgin condition 
omnivorous feeding on both plant and animal substances 
order acategory of taxonomic classification ranking above family and below class 
perennial persisting for several years with new growth starting from overwintering 
structure 
phylum a category of taxonomic classification just below kingdom 
prairie temperate landscape dominated by grasses 
predaceous _ living by preying on (catching and eating) other animals 
presettlement the period in North America before colonization by Europeans 
protozoans microscopic, one-celled animals that often have complex life cycles 
relict a persistent remnant of an otherwise extinct flora or fauna 
remote sensing acquisition of information about an object from a sensor not in 
contact with that object (satellite images of landscapes) 
riparian — living on the border of a watercourse 
savanna landscape covered with widely spaced trees, usually oaks, with prairie 
vegetation growing beneath them 
scavenge to feed on carrion or refuse (dead plants or animals) 
second or third growth refers to the forest cover that appears after an old growth 
forest has been logged once or twice, respectively 
siltation the process of becoming choked or obstructed with soil eroded from 
surrounding landscape 
skeleton the rigid support, located either inside or outside, of an organism 
species a group of interbreeding organisms not normally able to breed with other 
such groups; a group of organisms with similar morphological, genetic, and 
biochemical characteristics, habitat, and host range 
swamp _ ground that is wet for all or part of the year and that is dominated by woody 
vegetation 
systematist a scientist who specializes in taxonomy, the naming and relationships 
of organisms 
taxonomist a person who specializes in the principles of scientific classification 
taxonomy _ the study of scientific classification 
vertebrates animals having a spinal column 
virus any of a group of submicroscopic organisms that typically contain a protein 
coat surrounding an RNA or DNA core 
wetland area of land that contains much soil moisture 
For additional information, see the following publications: 
WILSson, E.O., ed. 1988. Biodiversity. National Acacademy Press, Washington, DC. 
521 pp. 
Pace, L.M., and M.R. Jerrorps. 1991. Our living heritage: the biological resources of 
Illinois. Illinois Natural History Survey Bulletin 34(4):357-477. 
McPALL, D., ed. 1991. A directory of Illinois nature preserves. Illinois Department of 
Conservation, Division of Natural Heritage, Springfield. 382 pp. 
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